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French satirists didn’t deserve to die but they flaunted
their legal right to offend and neglected their moral
duty not to

One year ago this week, on a perfectly innocent Wednesday morning, two armed men
burst into the Paris headquarters of the French satirical weekly, Charlie Hebdo. They
called for the editor-in-chief, Stéphane Charbonnier, to identify himself. When he did
so, they shot him. They then proceeded to spend a leisurely ten minutes emptying
their guns into other members of staff. By the time they’d finished, 11 were dead and
11 others wounded. The mass murderers were French citizens of Algerian parentage.
They claimed to be members of the Yemeni branch of al-Qaeda.

Why did they do it? Charlie Hebdo is militantly anti-religious in the French tradition
of secularism. In 2006 it republished the inflammatory Danish newspaper cartoons of
Muhammad, one of which inserted a bomb under his turban. Six years later it
published more cartoons of the prophet, some depicting him naked.

While the Koran itself doesn’t prohibit images of Muhammad, certain prominent and
historic strands of Islam do regard all human images as idolatrous. So some
contemporary Muslims, especially members of alienated militant groups, view any
depiction of the prophet as blasphemous and deserving the death penalty. Two days
after the mass shooting, al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula claimed responsibility,
justifying it as “revenge for the honour” of Muhammad.

In the face of such an outrageous atrocity, millions of people in Paris, in France, and
around the world poured on to the streets to demonstrate their support for Charlie.
And rightly so. No one deserves to be slaughtered merely for offending someone else,
not even when the offence is intended as an insult. Besides, and more deeply, the
right to freedom of speech is precious. It allows us to testify in public to the truth of
things as we see it. It lets us criticise what’s customary and conventional and
established, be they beliefs or practices or institutions. It makes possible the seeds of
revision, reform and progress. It enables individuals and societies and polities to
learn, perhaps to change for the better.
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And, insofar as this right is a legal right, conferred by a legal system, it supports and
defends the individual’s freedom against powerful enemies, whether personal or
corporate, by means of the authority of the law and ultimately the coercive sanctions
of the state.

Still, affirming freedom of speech by means of a legal right is not the end of our
responsibility. There remains the moral task of exercising that freedom well or badly.
The space that lies within the walls of the legal right is not a morality-free zone. What
law permits, moral obligation might yet forbid.

Charlie’s journalists had the legal right to say things that other people, including
Muslims, might happen to find offensive. And that is as it should be. Notwithstanding
the present clamour of illiberal students for “safe spaces”, we shouldn’t grant
ourselves the right not to be offended, since sometimes what offends is nothing less
than the truth. And in that case the problem lies with us, not with the offensive
speech.

On the other hand, no one should exercise their legal freedom of speech with the
intention to cause offence. Why would anyone want to do that, except out of hatred or
contempt, or glee at irritation, or reckless lust for a scrap? No, the only morally
responsible reason for saying things that might offend is the duty to voice valuable
truths that need to be heard. Even if we have a legal right to spit on other people’s
sacred cows for the sheer, malicious fun of it, we have no moral permission.

So in publishing the cartoons of Muhammad, what did Charlie’s editors intend? Did
they intend to annoy and provoke and insult Muslims? By its nature, satire is unfair
and uncharitable. It exaggerates faults, blowing them out of all proportion into
caricature. It doesn’t criticise; it ridicules. It doesn’t invite a vigorous exchange of
views; it humiliates without moderation or mercy. It’s not designed to communicate;
it’s designed to alienate. Maybe some enemies do deserve to be made the victims of
merciless laughter. The obvious candidates are the agents of a totalitarian state. But
maybe it’s less that they deserve it, than that bitter laughter is the only form of
retaliation left to dissidents. Maybe satire is fair game when alienation is already so
deep that it can’t be deepened further.

Even so, it should be used sparingly as a weapon of last and rare resort. And that
raises moral doubts about newspapers for which satire is a way of life, a Moloch that
needs weekly feeding.

So did the journalists and editors at Charlie Hebdo intend to insult Muslims just for
the sheer, secularist pleasure of it? Intentions are usually mixed and several.
Foremost among theirs would have been the commercial need to tickle the prejudices
of their typical, left-wing, anti-religious readership. And that probably didn’t include
too many practising Muslims.

No doubt, too, they aimed to assert the right to freedom of speech in valiant defiance
of violent intimidation by militant Islamists. But they chose to do that, not by
speaking the critical truth, nor by discriminating between pacific Muslims and
militant ones, nor by inviting Muslims into a rational exchange, nor by seeking to



persuade them, but rather by holding up to ridicule what every Muslim holds most
sacred. If that doesn’t quite amount to an intention to offend, it does amount to
culpable negligence in avoiding pointless offence.

Charlie’s journalists certainly didn’t deserve to die for that but they still shouldn’t
have done it. They knew and flaunted their legal right to offend; they neglected their
moral duty not to.
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" holding up to ridicule what every Muslim holds most sacred."
That's because what they hold sacred is ridiculous.

Recommend Reply

Our collective resolve to allow freedom of speech, even that which offends,
provides the basic framework in which different religions and communities
can ultimately come to understand one another. 
The most effective response to those who seek to cause offense is simply to
ignore them - this tends to infuriate them far more than any protest... 

Recommend Reply

'Maybe some enemies do deserve to be made the victims of merciless
laughter. The obvious candidates are the agents of a totalitarian state'
Or a totalitarian religion.
Muslims, and for that matter the European Left, have no problem vilifying
Israel and the Jews: the stock-in-trade of Arab cartoonists are images of
Jews drinking the blood of Palestinian children - see Al-Watan or Al-Ahram
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